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 A: In the properties window (you can press F5) click on the field "Extension" and select the extension
".{28DBB9C1-04FF-4FDC-AE2B-DE7590CCE556}" and you should be ok. I have put the extension with the numbers in

parenthesis here just to show the difference from yours. EDIT: Also you should enable the property "Always install in the same
location as previously installed" (under the "General" tab in the properties window). Q: Converting project from MVC to MVC2

- MVC2 doesn't have CompilerGeneratedCodeAttribute I am in the process of converting my MVC app to MVC2. I am using
code gen to do the conversion. I have discovered that one of my classes does not appear to be generated. When I try to compile

the code I get an error of "The assembly in the app domain referenced in the compilation was not found". I am using the Release
version of.NET 3.5. Any ideas what could be causing this? Thanks in advance for your help. Have you added the.dll that
contains the "generated" code to the GAC? Western Ontario Foodgrowers Western Ontario Foodgrowers is a non-profit,

regional agricultural organization founded in 1981 as the Ontario Agricultural Marketing Practices Board (OAMPB), which was
established in 1967 to carry out the marketing and related activities for Ontario’s farm products. The organization's objective

was to develop a regional approach to marketing and consumer information for Ontario's fresh and processed fruits and
vegetables. History In 1986, OAMPB was rebranded as Western Ontario Food Growers Inc. In 2002, the provincial government
changed its agricultural marketing practices to a single Crown Corporation, the Ontario Agricultural Marketing Practices Board

(OAMPB) and changed its name to Western Ontario Food Growers Inc. Present day Western Ontario Food Growers is a
collective of Ontario's leading fruit, vegetable and berry growers, representing more than 100 independent family farm

businesses. It is the largest collective representation of independent fruit and vegetable growers in Ontario. The organization
represents growers, processors and marketers of more than 4,000 family farms, representing approximately 4,000 acres
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